Washington Watch I t's a long way from the bumper-tobumper Beltway commute of Washington, DC, to the frozen tundra of Barrow, Alaska. But US Arctic Research Commission chair George Newton, Jr., makes trips to this and other Arctic locations regularly. His task: Bring back observations to Beltway bureaucrats and legislators to sell them on the idea of research in a cold and remote land few of them will ever see.
Certain characteristics of his agency complicate Newton's mission: The Arctic Research Commission is one of the smallest agencies in federal government, and unusual in that it promotes research by geography rather than by scientific discipline.
The Arctic Research Commission was established under the 1984 Arctic Research and Policy Act (amended in 1990) to rectify a formerly fragmented and redundant approach to Arctic science. The act designated the National Science Foundation (NSF) as lead US agency for implementing Arctic research policy and established the Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee to coordinate the efforts of a dozen federal agencies involved in Arctic research. Although written by an Alaska senator, the act's reach was not limited to research within the United States.
Its dictates represented a first step toward a comprehensive national policy on arctic science. But they did not provide more than the most rudimentary roadmap for how to get the job done. Since its beginnings, says Newton, the commission has matured from an "old boys' club" to an agency with clout. Key to that transformation has been the commission's role as honest broker in dealings between agencies, researchers, lawmakers, and communities. Though the commission helps set research priorities, it does not receive scientific research funding itself. One of the commission's major accomplishments was to increase NSF Polar Programs' funding for the Arctic. NSF budgets have historically favored the Antarctic-in particular by severely underallotting the amount of logistics support designated for the Arctic. The oversight, says Newton, left researchers gutting grant money to purchase basics such as parkas and survival gear. To help document the need for more support, the commission supported a comprehensive survey of logistics needs by the Arctic Research Consortium of the United States, a tool that finally brought Polar Programs its first dedicated budget for Arctic logistics. This year's Arctic logistics funding, at $24.9 million, is still far behind the Antarctic logistics budget of $62.6 million, yet it is a significant improvement over the budget figure for 1999: $0. The accomplishments that sealed the credibility of the unusual commission involved the successes of former Naval officer Newton and commission Executive Director Dr. Garrett Brass at securing allies for basic research in some of the most unexpected places: the Departments of Defense and State.
An agreement Newton and Brass negotiated with the US Navy-the Submarine Science Program (SCICEX)-made available a nuclear submarine for civilian scientists across the disciplines to collect information for more than 100,000 miles along the Arctic sea floor. Newton and Brass were also instrumental in arranging for the declassification of decades of Russian and US oceanographic and sea ice data, a windfall for the scientific community. Together, the SCICEX cruises and formerly classified data led to the revelation that sea thickness had decreased substantially over the past 30 years, perhaps the most compelling finding of global climate change research to date.
Growing concerns over global climate change, and models predicting that temperature changes in the Arctic would be four times greater than anywhere else in the world, are helping make the case for Arctic science. But the research, so remote, still runs the risk of appearing expendable back on Capitol Hill. A few years ago, Brass recalled, money allocated for research aboard a polar icebreaker was almost lost to legislation that would provide drug intervention to AIDS patients; when funding is being decided, it is easier for legislators and constituents to understand why we should help the sick than why we should go to the Arctic. New interagency efforts to address Arctic issues by topic-climate change, Bering Sea production, or health-will help make the relevance of Arctic research even more clear, says Newton.
Next on their list, Newton and Brass hope to target agencies that are not such big spenders as the NSF-the Department of Energy, for example, or the Department of Health and Human Services-to prompt them to devote a greater percentage of their funding and research to Arctic concerns. "The Arctic isn't always their first or third priority," says Brass.
Many challenges lie ahead, Brass and Newman agree. "Our job is to put the hand of our organization into the hand of another," says Newton. "Compared to that, releasing the bathymetry data was a piece of cake."
